Notes from the November 12th OMUG Meeting
Topic— Creating the MUGSHOT newsletter
Hello everyone!
When Burt first asked me to demo how MUGSHOT is created,
my first thought was how best to relate it to you since, most
probably, few of you will ever use InDesign software.
You are an active group… many of you belong to other groups.
Some of you may be asked to do a newsletter, a flyer,
a presentation, or even help a grandchild put together a report
for school. So, my role this evening is not to simply lecture you
on the fine points of how the MUGSHOT is created.

Rather, I think it is more important to give you several points that
you can use yourselves.
The points you’ll learn are applicable regardless of the software
you may use.
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July ’09 SLIDE—
I began my role as editor/designer of MUGSHOT in summer of
2009. The format at first was primarily a simple two-column look,
and NC got a bit cockeyed (tilted picture).

Mar ’10 SLIDE—
Throughout the ‘09 year and into 2010, minor changes were
made such as embellishments to the masthead, the introduction
of three columns into the format,
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June ’10 SLIDE—
By June of 2010, Phil Davis and I made the decision to give the
OMUG website and MUGSHOT the corporate treatment. We
established a more unified look by incorporating new, matching
mastheads into the look of both the website and the newsletter.
Other format tweaks were done over time with an eye towards
keeping things looking fresh. (I look back today and found that
some I really hate while others worked better.)

July ’11 SLIDE—
July of 2011 brought about the intro of some interactivity in the
form of navigation elements along with a teaser contest (see
next slide)….
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July ’09 Page 4 “Wanted” SLIDE—
Whoa, who is this dude?
Some of you may remember this.
When I got my hands on this picture, I just had to use it.
You, the OMUG members, were challenged to ID the “dude”.
The winner would get free raffle tickets as a reward.
Sadly, no one was able to guess who the mystery man was.

Phil today SLIDE—
That was fun! At least for Phil and I.
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Know Your Audience SLIDE—
As most of you know, I periodically do a questionnaire that
focuses on your newsletter likes/dislikes, and what you would
like to see more of. This input is vital to me since the last thing
I want to do is make an “Al Sypher’s newsletter. It’s the OMUG
newsletter and your input really helps.

Survey SLIDE—
Here is an example of a couple of this years’ question topics.
The January 2013 questionnaire answers changed my way of
seeing MUGSHOT and yours too.
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Conclusions SLIDE—
Results from that questionnaire revealed that the vast majority
of you only view MUGSHOT issues on-screen and not printed.
The result.....

11/13 SLIDE—
MUGSHOT was completely reworked into today’s horizontal
format to be more compatible with the aspect ratios of Macs and
iPads.

So much for history..... on to Creating MUGSHOT—
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Source montage SLIDE—
Source material is generally gathered over the two months prior
to each MUGSHOT issue from a variety of industry sources.
(Discuss sources.)
Sometimes I’m still adding items in the final week before
publishing. Occasionally I will grab something elsewhere that I
feel has member interest. Each item is saved as a TextEdit file.
A copy of the material is dropped into the upcoming issue’s
source folder on my hard drive. Often unused material from past
issue folders, if it is still current, is passed forward to the new
issue being developed.

List-articles SLIDE—
I print a list of the items in the source folder and code them for
length using simple abbreviations such as S (short), MS, M, L.
I will often add a check mark or highlight key items that I
definitely want to run in the issue. Once I’ve made my choices of
material, I reread everything and make a rough edit if needed.
Sometimes space is just not available for a given article in it’s
original form so I make more of a summary, abridged if you will,
and be sure to link to the original complete article.
Occasionally I may write something from scratch.
While all of the previous is going on, I will be looking for icon art
or photos to support or enhance the text if they do not come
with the original article. (Mention “Showcase.”)
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Producing MUGSHOT SLIDE—
Past MUGSHOT editors used word processors or Apple’s “Pages”
as their composition software.
This being a Mac User’s Group, it would be logical that I would
also use Pages but I don’t.
Marilyn Kennedy will be showing you just how to do that in the
workshop session “Making A Booklet with Pages” coming up on
November 16th.

Software logos SLIDE–
Your current MUGSHOT file is built each month using a variety of
software but most significantly TextEdit and Adobe InDesign for
page layout.
Why InDesign and not Pages? Two reasons—
1. It’s what I’m most familiar with as a Creative Director by
profession. It’s what I had to do for offset printers.
2. It has features that enable me to fit text copy to the available
space better and to fine tune things such as character width and
spacing as needed for best appearance. Master pages can be
used as well as a very extensive menu of style palettes (see next
page).
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The extensive menu of InDesign palettes goes on and on.
The Character menu specifies the font information.
The Character Styles menu is a series of pre-sets made by the
document designer.
The Paragraph menu allows the paragraph alignment, left,
centered, right to be set. Indents are specified along with drop
caps, extra space after a paragraph, and more.
The icons panel over on the right when clicked creates pop-outs
such as the Swatches menu seen next to it.
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11/13cover SLIDE
Here again is the cover page that you saw when viewing
MUGSHOT November.
And below is what the cover page layout looks like without
content but showing the structure behind the page.
The 4 text columns you see are all linked so that when the text is
placed, it flows from 1st to last, filling the space.

11/13cover-structure SLIDE
Each shape you see holds a color gradient panel, a photo, text,
etc. The structure stays the same from issue to issue. Only the
specific content changes such as body copy, the main photo,
the “Next Meeting” text, the feature icons, etc.
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Any text overflow, or underflow for that matter, is then adjusted
to fit. For example— here is the “Character” palette shown in
center at left.
Cover text fit SLIDE—
The palette shows that the highlighted text has been condensed
to 90%, the character spacing tightened to −25, the spacing
standard used is “Optical”. I prefer optical because it will vary
letterspacing according to what looks best as compared to the
other choice “Metric” which is a uniform fixed amount.
Admittedly, the MUGSHOT cover is one of the most complex
pages.
Conversely, here below is page 4, a lot simpler.
Mongol Rally page 4 SLIDE—
This is the general format most of your MUGSHOT follows.
The format of pages 2 thru 7 of MUGSHOT provides a four
column layout. Column depths can vary depending on the
content. Text and photo elements can be set to span two or
more columns
as desired.
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MUGSHOT pages SLIDE—
Four Points To Remember
Point one— A design was created for all eight pages and the
format allows for flexibility within pages 2 thru 7.
Further, pages 1 and 8 are consistent from one issue to the next.
Recognition and content comfort is established in the viewer.

Point two— Using color.
MUGSHOT uses the same series of colors from issue to issue.
Color palette SLIDE—
Yes, it may change from year to year but certainly not every issue.
Keep your number of different colors used to a minimum. Just
because your Mac lets you use a zillion different colors, it doesn’t
mean that you should.
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A simple color tint banner that you see at left can highlight
headline text as shown (Headline: iPad— putting a photo
workflow to the test.......).
I took it a step further and created a library of color gradient
blends in Photoshop for this.
What you see here are only 4 of the now 25 derivations (note the
list at left side of the slide), all working off the same color palette
in different densities as needed by the layout. believe it or not,
creating these gradient blends only takes a very few minutes.

Type styles SLIDE—
Point three— Fonts and typestyles.
Again, just because you may have a zillion choices, restrain
yourself. Look around, see what appeals to you and what you
think your audience will like. Check magazines, ads, or other
publications that you receive. Select a font family and a style
within that family for your main body text and use other weights
of that font such as bold or italic where needed for emphasis.
This is not to say you can’t use something different for the
headline or key word, as long as it works with the overall layout.
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Text format SLIDE—
When this page was built, the body copy from a TextEdit document was copied and pasted into the MUGSHOT page. The type
style is Myriad Pro Regular, black color, 10pt. size. I wanted to
emphasize the opening paragraph which you see selected.
I changed it to italic, changed color, and increased the size to
11pt. The lesson here is that all the other type on this page is in
the same font family, with one exception. The word “showcase”
used “Republika Italic” for emphasis and eye appeal.
You may have noticed the menu of “Character Styles”. This is a
listing of style presets that I made for MUGSHOT. A preset
typically defines the font, the style, the size, the color, etc.
They allow me to quickly format the text elements in the page.

Point 4 SLIDE—
Point four— Never trust your source of material for correct
grammar or correct spelling. Check your copy over carefully,
whether it comes from the media or perhaps a committee
member. If you don’t believe me, just watch a segment of
“Headlines” on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.
Typo SLIDE—
A sign board with this content was actually seen by my wife and
I at a South Florida Ranch House Restaurant (and the hostess
could not see anything wrong with it).
Any mistakes that creep into your document, regardless of the
original source— you own them.
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A review SLIDE—
Point 1— Create a format that offers layout flexibility, and stick
to it!
Point 2— Create a color palette keeping the number of different
colors to a minimum. You can always use tints (a percentage) of
colors in your palette for a different look.
Point 3— Don’t create a horror show of many different type
families on the same page.
Point 4— Proofread, proofread, proofread a hard copy of your
screen image.
If you want more detail into creating an InDesign document in
15 minutes or less, view a YouTube video by Adobe’s Terry White
on building a page from scratch. Click the link:
http://youtu.be/F4I809YXmZ4

Q and A Period—
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